
TR800 

Post Type:             CHS

Fence Heights:      0.9m, 1.0m, 1.2m, 1.5m, 1.8m

CHS post/panel assembly

Tools required - Conventional socket to suit M8 & M10 shear nuts 

The information contained in this drawing is the sole property of Heras UK Fencing Systems.

Any reproduction in part or whole without the written permission on Heras UK is prohibited.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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Dimension A - Raking detail
Max rake of a standard panel = 500mm
Adjustment of post centres will be required to 
suit any intermediary rakes.

*

To fix panel:
Insert end of the rail into 
the 'loc' until the hole and 
slot line up. Insert bolt.

**

To fix tangolock:
Slightley prise open each lock 
then slide the sections over 
the post .

Make up panels are to be cut and 
drilled on site from standard panels. 
Any cut or damaged surfaces need to 
be repaired accordingly.

Round post cap to be 
eased on gently using  
a nylon or hide mallet.
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